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By Charles Peterson
IN THE works for upwards of a
decade as the Madsens haw~ gone
about a thorough job of researching
and writing, North to Montana! ]ehus,
Bullwhackers, and Mule Skinners on the
Montana Trail is worth the wait. It
deals with one of the major routes of
commerce and human movement in
the West--the 350 miles from the
settlements and railroads of northern
Utah to the mines of Montana.
Timewise, North to Montana spans
approximately a quarter century from
the early 1860s to the mid 1880s, and
in terms of technology and economics,
it chronicles a commercial
development that progressed from a
rather primitive regional trade
conducted by frontier farmers and
petty entrepreneurs to the
competition of giant corporations,
express and stage companie:s, railroads
and riverways. Depending primarily
upon early newspaper accounts and a
vast number of memoirs, most of
which appear to have been published,
the Madsens color and activate their
accounts with superb use of short
quotes.
Chronological in its development,
their book notes that the first whites
followed routes laid out by-the
Shoshone Indians. The first chapter’s
deal with the exploration of the route,
the gold strike in Montana, and the
opening of markets for Utah in bread
stuffs and other agricultural products
as well as goods transshiped, through
Utah from the states. Described in the
process are the early Mormon trade
and freighting, stagecoaching, and
mailcontracting. Also treated in this
portion of the book is the challenge
from trade goods shipped up the
Missouri River. Stagecoach king Ben
Holladay, and others of less reknown,
emerge as strong figures in the
narrative as do bullwhackers,
muleskinners, jehus, and various
classes of station support personnel.
The trail with its length, its season,.
its mud, dust, coal, and heat is in vivid

description as are animals, outfits,
payoffs, and various frustrations
including tolls and what one is
impressed with as the occasional
depredations of Indians and the
frequent depredations of white
highwaymen. As one reads, one
knows and feel the customs and
thought patterns of the society that
worked and was served by the early
trail.

In later chapters the book chronicles
the advent of the railroads after 1869
and the. successive business
communities that loomed as the trail’s
long miles were progressively reduced
by new track. Mistress of the
Montana trade for years was Corinne
at the western extension of the Union
Pacific line in northern Utah.
Thousands of tons of goods were
dispatched there annually, and
Corinne’s free-booting mail-
contractors, expressmen, and
stagecoachers vied with various other
interests to retain control. Off season
Utah farmers and Mormon boys still
supplied much of the muscle and
rawhide, but the trade was
increasingly in competition between
big carriers including the Wells Fargo
Express Company and the Union
Pacific Railroad itself. For years
Corinne was able to stave off disaster,
until ultimately, as the Union Pacific
took over the Utah and Northern
Railway, the boisterous "Berg on tlhe
Bear" collapsed completely.

All in all it is a great story and well
told. It deals with a commerce and
traffic that, as the Madsens point out,
far transcended the much-studied
Santa Fe trade even in its most
exuberant days. Careful research, :rich
detail, good action, and vivid imagery
all contribute. The Madsens have
written a first rate book, one that
takes its place among the finest of the
large trail literature. Students of
Mormon culture and indeed all
readers with an interest in the
American West will find it to be an
important contribution.

CHARLES S. PETERSON is professor of history
at Utah State University and editor of Western
History Quarterly.

Uncertain Sanctuary: A Story of
Mormon Pioneering in Mexico
Estelle Webb Thomas, with an
introduction by Stewart and Ermalee
Webb Udall.
Westwater Press, I980.
146 pages.

By Constance Lieber
IN UNCERTAIN Sanctuary, Estel]e
Webb Thomas reminisces about her
turn-of--the-century childhood in the
Mormon colonies of Mexico. In 1898
the Webb family--Estelle, her father
and his three plural wives, and her
brother:~ and sisters--sought
sanctuary there from prosecution for
polygamy under the Edmunds Law.
After the outbreak of the Mexican
War in 1912, the Mormon colonists,
the Webb family among them, were
forced to return to the United States
with Mexican rebels close on their
heels.
The narrative of these years is often
charmi~.g and amusing, but it is
marred by defects which make the
book infuriating to read as a
continuous story. Incidents related in
the book are arranged roughly by
geographic location: on the road to
Mexico, the various colonies in
Mexico, and the flight back to the
U.S. Yet there seems to be little
continui.ty between specific incidents,
which are a mixture of Mrs. Thomas’s
own recollections and the experiences
of others, mainly her brother Lee and
sister Isabel.
According to the dust jacket, this book
is a story "told by a young girl
maturing into womanhood while the
idyllic dream of childhood shattered
around her.., the story of the
unshakeable faith and testimony of
the Mormon people, and of the love,
loyalty, and unity in polygamous
families .... " I looked in vain for that
girl. A young girl moved through the
book to be sure: We read of her
singing with her sister, listening to
her mother, worrying about her
brother. We laugh as she tries to
understand the needs of Mexicans
who come to buy at the family store.
But we are left wondering how the
young girl really felt. Instead of
maturi~.g, she doesn’t seem any older
at the end of the book than she. was
when the story began, fourteer~, years
earlier.
The author writes of seeing among
many Mormons in Mexico a
willingness to make great sacrifices to
their religious beliefs and wonders,
"Would I stand the test if ever we
became a driven people again. (.As I
grew older, I found that sacrifice for a
cause only makes one’s faith
stronger.)" This parenthetical
commentary by the author on herself
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pulls the readler abruptly out of old
Mexico into the thoughts of an older
woman of our own time. Where is our
young adolescent? Why does the adult
Estelle know that faith grows through
sacrifice? Did she discover this as a
teenager, driven from her home and
forced to consign her most precious
belongings to earth? As the book
draws to a close, Estelle, still among a
driven people, fails to answer her own
question. Such overt moralizing is
irritating rather than informative. It
would have been better to have let
the young girl teach us, as she learns
through living. This is a consistent
problem in the book. Is the narrative
written from the viewpoint of a
young girl, or is it a grandmother’s
reminiscences? A subtle point
perhaps, but the constantly shifting
viewpoint contributes to the book’s
lack of cohesiveness.

Bits and pieces of Mexican geography
and history are interspersed at
random throughout the book, as if the
author can’t decide what the reader
needs to know about Mexico. For
example, in the chapter on Colonia
Garcia Mrs. Thomas begins: "Colonia
Garcia was settled by the Farnsworth
and Bingham families and was called
Round Valley until it was decided to
name it for a famous Mexican patriot.
As its name implied, the valley was
almost perfectly round. It was ringed
about with a tall, thick pine forest
and, when the colonists first saw it,
was covered with waist-high grass
and countless brilliant wild-
flowers .... " The author then launches
into a series of vignettes about Aunt
Diane, a lady with whom she, her
mother, and sister roomed and

boarded for a time. But several
questions remain unanswered. Who
were the Farnsworth and Bingham
families? Why was Garcia famous?
What did the valley look like when
Estelle first saw it (rather than the
first colonists)? More important, what
does any of this have to do with the
story of Estelle and her family? Some
background information would be
valuable for the reader unfamiliar
with Mexican history and geography,
but such information should
contribute to the story and avoid
raising more questions than it
answers.

The photographs of the family that
were included were interesting; I wish
there had been more. But the maps
were sometimes confusing or
irrelevant, and political cartoons about
the Mexican War out of U.S.
newspapers certainly have no
relationship to an adolescent girl’s
experiences.

Stewart and Ermalee Udall write in
the introduction: "This book is an idyll
about the frontiering experience of a
family and the sweetness it brought
to their lives.., the cameo story of
one family, written in the ink of
love..." Despite flaws of
workmanship and a cluttering of
information extraneous to the story,
that is true. An idyll: A scene or event
of rural simplicity. Read the book as
such. Open it at random, browse, and
sample events from a time far from
most of us, interesting because it can
never be experienced again.
CONSTANCE LIEBER is a graduate in history
from the University of Utah. She is the author of
an article on Martha Hughes Cannon published
recently in the Utah Historical Quarterly.
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Milking the Mormon
Market: ’Tis the Season
That we Mormons are a peculiar
people is now accepted in most circles.
It is not surprising, then, that our
peculiarity is increasingly manifested
in the products we produce and
consume--products especially for
Mormons. Since there is no LDS
counterpart to the Christian Advertiser, a
magazine that can tell you what
percentage of people who confess a
belief in Jesus own refrigerators, our

manufacturers must rely on
inspiration. However, as one who
tries to keep her finger on the pulse
of the LDS marketplace, I can offer a
few educated observations as to what
products appeal to Mormons.

To a certain extent, our peculiarity
breeds contempt for frivolous
expenditures, like tipping waiters, new
underwear, and art that doesn’t
illustrate a gospel principle. However,
even the most miserly among us can
be coaxed into purchasing almost
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anything at whatever price if it is
quintessentially useful in a gospel
context, celebrates our peculiarity,
evokes a tear, or promises easy
solutions to complex commandments.
Of course, all the above are
superfluous if the product bears the
imprimatur of a popular Church
leader, the Osmonds, or LaVell
Edwards (at least this season).

With Christmas just aroun.:l the
corner and visions of Reaganomics
dancing in our heads, undoubtedly the
Scrooge in all of us will be overcome
by many of the following,, popular
items made with the Mormon in
mind.
Faith-Promoting Paraphernalia
Some faith-promoting paraphernalia
are omnipresent in the Mormon
community, like LDS, Angel Moroni
or Salt Lake Temple lapel pins (worn
opposite Freeman Institute American
flags), and zippered scripture covers
manufactured with or without the
now fashionable handle in a variety of
fabrics--including kangaroo and cow
hide.

Other popular products in this
category are the "I Am a Child of
God" belt buckle; gold metallic Book
of Mormon covers incised with
Reformed Egyptian hieroglyphics (that
only a seer or Hugh Nibley can read);
Salt Lake Temple coin banks (a
striking image which eluded Peter
Bart’s all-seeing eye); "I Dig My
Roots" T-shirts; and, "Happiness Is
Family Home Evening" or "Discover
America: Read the Book of Mormon"
bumper stickers. (The "Do It" that
used to adorn LDS bumpers has been

discontinued for reasons obvious to
the observant.l

Packaged PMA
Although there is as yet no way of
actually packaging a positive approach
to life, many Mormons will testify
that it comes, with certain cleaning
products. You may think you’re just
buying a biodegradable detergent, but
in reality you’re getting a new outlook
on life. Ask any Amway distributor, if
you can identify one.

Of course, there are some irascible
creatures who cannot bear too muclh
PMA. During a Relief Society lesson
on nutrition, given by a Shaklee
devotee, the bishop’s wife displayed
her impatience by kicking the well-
meaning instructor in the derriere.
The Relief Society General Board
wisely responded to the incident by
lifting nutrition lessons from future
manuals.
Keys to pulling ourselves up by the
bootstraps an~. exorcising despair are
also widely aw~ilable on LDS cassettes.
Although "Everybody Wins," "There
Are No Nobodies," and "When You
Like You, Others Will Like You" are
among the more popular, my favorite
remains "The Joy of Depression."
With the right attitude, we Mormons
can enjoy anything. I look forward to
future tapes in this series, like "How
to Survive a Nuclear Attack and Like
It" or "Emphysema, One of Life’s
Little Blessings."
Food, Glorious Food Storage
While we approach life positively, we
prepare for the worst. If this were not
true, how could Mormons tolerate

costly freeze-dried food--which lasts
for 30 years and is never eaten, except
when disguised in casseroles at annual
ward preparedness bazaars?
Among the hottest items this year are
food dehydrators that capitalize on
the Church’s dictum to have a year’s
supply as well as President Kimball’s
admonishment to plant gardens.
Although I adore dried apricots, I have
a hard time swallowing their
ubiquitous zucchini counterpart.
(Does anyone have a new reconstituted
zucchini recipe?) The sanctity of
homemade, whole wheat bread in
LDS enclaves keeps the market for
wheat grinders and bread mix~,’s
healthy.

The Printed Word
Aside from doctrinal discourses, the
majority o.f Mormon publications fall
neatly into one of four categories:
inspirational anecdotes, "she came to
realize" fiction, proof-texts, and how
to’s. Inspb*ational anecdotes and "she
wanted to be a movie star, but came
to realize that the gospel was more
important" stories are the stuff two
and a half minute talks are made of.
They touch our easiest emotions and
make us feel good for at least an
hour.

Proof-texts are reserved for
countering opposing opinions in
Sunday School classes or for fires:ides
on Book of Mormon archaeology. How
to’s quite simply explain how to raise
your children, how to get a celestial
date, how to act on a celestial date,
how to spend your sabbath, how to
treat you~ husband, how to treat your
wife, how to dress, how to organize
and plan your life, how to love, how
to be a woman, how to discover your
roots, how to think, how to study the
scriptures, and how to become like
Christ.

Since it has been noted that the term
"book sto:l’e" in Mormon circles is
synonymous with "gift shop," I would
like to offer a few possible titles
which might appear in anticipation of:
the Chrisl:mas rush on LDS books:
Coca-Cola Can be Overcome; The Mormon
Woman: More Than a Rib, Not Quite
Prime; Cret:~tive Cultural Hall Decorating:
One Hundred and One Ways to Disguise a
Basketball l-loop; In Nephite Footsteps: A
Detailed Atcount of Daily Life in Ancient
Zarahemla; ] Turned the Television Of J for a
Day anti Discovered My Children; and, The
Complete Guide to Relief Society Visual Aids.

Finally, a parting word to LDS
manufacturers: "Behold, the field is
white already to harvest."

Lorie Winder
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We would like to thank all those who so generously donatedalready one-third of the way there. But we need your
toward our goal of $15,000. Due to your response, we arecontinued support.

PATRON ($500)

Mark S. Gustavson
Joel C. Peterson

SPONSOR ($100)

Steven F. Christensen
David P. Forsyth
Dr. and Mrs. Marian J. Haslam
Dr. and Mrs. Dale G. Johnson
Richard B. Johnson
!. B. Ritchie
Mike Walton
Stephen L. Tanner

DONOR ($2,5)

lames and Elaine Bennett
Cathryn !. Bishop
Stanford Cazier
Hal Cole
Alton S. Donnelly
Mr. and Mrs. John T. Doolitt[e
Stacey Edgley
Russell M. Frandsen
Gary Gregor
Layne Hamilton
Larry S. Luke
Claire Whitaker Peterson
C. [])avid Richards
Anna E. Stark
Russell Swenson
John H. Zenger

A high quality reproduction of the original Hebrew grammar manual written byJ. Seixas and
used by Joseph Smith in the School of the Prophets will soon be available at a surprisingly
reasonable price.
An important addition to any well-rounded LDS reference library, the nineteenth-century
text is being reproduced by Michael Walton for the Sunstone Foundation.
If you order now, this fine reproduction with an informative introduction by Professor Louis
C. Zucker can be purchased for $12 plus postage.
Please send orders and inquiries to:

THE SEIXAS GRAMMAR
clo SUNSTONE

Box 2272
Salt Lake City, UT 84110




